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Using ChatGPT to Analyze Your
Code? Not So Fast
February 14, 2024—With about three vulnerabilities per 10,000 lines of

code, there has been much speculation about how tools built on top of

large language models might change the way developers write and evaluate

code. A team of CERT Secure Coding researchers used ChatGPT-3.5 to

examine the noncompliant software code examples in the SEI CERT C

Coding Standard. In a new SEI Blog post, Mark Sherman explains that while

ChatGPT-3.5 has promise, there are clear limitations.

The blog post Using ChatGPT to Analyze Your Code? Not So Fast gives some of

the experiment's prompts and outputs, as well as how often ChatGPT-3.5

correctly identi�ed noncompliant code or failed to. “LLM-based code

analysis should not be disregarded entirely,” writes Sherman, technical

director of the Cyber Security Foundations group in the SEI’s CERT Division,

in the post. However, he cautions that for now, “knowledgeable users must

review the output to determine if it can be trusted and used.”

Read the post »
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SEI News

SEI Director and CEO Paul Nielsen Receives AIAA Award

The award honors Nielsen’s decades of “outstanding and distinguished

leadership and service.”

The Top 10 Skills CISOs Need in 2024

“Think beyond enterprise IT,” advises SEI CERT Division director Greg

Touhill.

See more news »

Latest Blogs

Applying the SEI SBOM Framework

Carol Woody examines ways to leverage software bill of materials (SBOM)

data, using the SEI SBOM Framework, to improve software security and

inform supply chain risk management.

Using ChatGPT to Analyze Your Code? Not So Fast

Mark Sherman explores the e�cacy of ChatGPT-3.5 in identifying errors in

software code.

See more blogs »

Latest Podcasts

When Agile and Earned Value Management Collide: 7 Considerations for

Successful Interaction

Patrick Place and Stephen Wilson discuss seven considerations for

successful use of Agile and EVM.

The Impact of Architecture on the Safety of Cyber-Physical Systems

Jerome Hugues discusses challenges that arise from the increasing
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autonomy in cyber-physical systems, including transferring and processing

multiple data streams.

See more podcasts »

Latest Videos

Ask Us Anything: Supply Chain Risk Management

Brett Tucker and Matthew Butkovic answer your enterprise risk

management questions to help your organization achieve operational

resilience in the cyber supply chain.

The Future of Software Engineering and Acquisition with Generative AI

SEI researchers explore the future of software engineering and acquisition

using generative AI technologies.

Latest Publications

Acquisition Security Framework (ASF): Managing Systems Cybersecurity Risk

(Expanded Set of Practices)

This framework of practices helps programs coordinate their management

of engineering and supply chain risks across the systems lifecycle.

Navigating Capability-Based Planning: The Bene�ts, Challenges, and

Implementation Essentials

This paper summarizes the bene�ts and challenges of implementing

capability-based planning.

See more publications »

Upcoming Events
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Symposium - Supply Chain Risk Management Symposium 2024, February

28

Join us to hear about the latest challenges and best practices in supply

chain risk management (SCRM) from recognized leaders in SCRM research,

as well as leading-edge practitioners from government and industry.

See more events »

Upcoming Training

Insider Threat Analyst

March 19-21 (SEI Pittsburgh)

Creating a Computer Security Incident Response Team

March 25 (SEI Live Online)

Managing Computer Security Incident Response Teams

March 26-28 (SEI Live Online)

See more courses »

Employment Opportunities

Industrial Security Specialist

Senior Research Scientist - Adversarial Machine Learning

Associate Data Scientist

All current opportunities »
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